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White
Good evening.  Tonight:  A new character came to Emmerdale:

Clip from Emmerdale

We'll be talking to the blind actress who plays Lizzie about what they'll both bring to the village.

But first, last year after a long and protracted process the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence, known as NICE, issued guidelines which recommended the use of the drug Lucentis in treating the wet form of Age Related Macular Degeneration, or AMD.  It removed a major reason for primary care trusts to refuse what is quite an expensive but effective treatment.  But apparently for some people the battle is not over.  The Macular Disease Society says that some people who have rare strains of macular disease with similar effects aren't covered by the NICE guidelines and are still being refused treatment by their local PCTs despite the recommendations of their eye specialists.  People like Alan Farley, from Shropshire, who, when I spoke to him yesterday, was waiting on tenterhooks for the result of his final appeal for funding to his primary care trust.

Farley
I went for some tests and I was diagnosed as having PIC - Punctate inner choroidopathy - in both of my eyes.

White
And in lay terms what is that?

Farley
It's lesions on the back of the retina.

White
What were you told about what you would need, what it might do?

Farley
In November 2007 the vision in my left eye really deteriorated insomuch as that everything was distorted out of the left eye.  And their diagnosis was that, yeah, a leaking membrane but they wouldn't recommend photodynamic therapy because there was a risk of the membrane bursting and then obviously subsequent loss of vision in the left eye.  So that's when then they - both the consultants - recommended I should have Lucentis.  I've been in a battle with the PCT ever since.

White
And what were you told about why you couldn't have it?

Farley
Because it wasn't licensed for my condition.

White
Just tell us a bit more about your condition, I mean what effect is it having on you and what effect might it have on you?

Farley
I still see images but I can't read or make any clear outlines through the left eye.  That's given me a lot of problems when I've been driving.

White
So you are still driving?

Farley
I'm still driving but the right eye's not affected but that doesn't mean to say that it could come into the right eye and then obviously then I've got no vision at all or no functional vision.

White
How likely is it do you know that it might come into your right eye?

Farley
I hope not.

White
I realise it's a very painful and scary prospect but have you been given any prognosis on that?

Farley
No I've just got another - I've got to just go for another check up on the 12th May.

White
So Alan what treatment have you been given so far?

Farley
Nothing, that's the issue I've got - is the recommendation is I should have been given treatment within two to three weeks of the diagnosis and now I'm 18 months down the road and I'm still caught up in between this battle between the consultants and the PCT.  So you know I'm just wondering if my eye's even beyond repair.

White
Have you contemplated going private - I mean a lot of people in these situations because of the consequences that's what they've tried to do?

Farley
I have contemplated it but then I'd have to probably take out a loan on my house but with the greatest respect I don't see why I should have to.  There is an available maybe cure or something to assist me, if it's available it should be made available to me, if I got the condition in the second eye I'd be more of a burden.  So all I can do now is just change my tack and now I've just tried to make - give it as much publicity as possible to try and shame these people into not only giving me some treatment but you know other people up and down the country with similar conditions.

White
Alan Farley.  

Well since that interview, literally in the last couple of hours, we've heard that Alan is to get his funding for Lucentis.  Great news for Alan and maybe something to give hope to people like Lesley Fletcher from Sutton in Craven in Yorkshire.  She first noticed that she had problems with her eyesight when trying to watch television and was quickly referred to an eye specialist.

Fletcher
I got an appointment at Bradford Royal Infirmary.  I had tests and x-rays and I was told I had a condition called myopic choroidal neovascularization or CNV for short.

White
Which is a form of macular disease?

Fletcher
Yes it is, yes.

White
Now what did they tell you you needed in terms of treatment?

Fletcher
The consultant at Bradford said I needed an injection called Lucentis and I would be referred to St Luke's in Bradford to receive this injection.  And after three weeks I got an appointment through and a consultant there said - I'm sorry we've been quite a while getting back to you - and she said - the reason being is the North Yorkshire Primary Care Trust had refused funding for this Lucentis on the grounds that it wasn't licensed for my condition, only to the Age Related Macular Degeneration.  But my consultant has said that there is no other treatment.  I had a laser treatment to stop the bleed but it doesn't cure the condition.

White
Have you been told what the prognosis is, what's likely to happen with your condition?

Fletcher
I haven't really spoken to my consultant about it.  I think it's the fear of the unknown but I've had information through from the Macular Disease Society, who have been absolutely brilliant, and obviously the internet and what will happen is my central vision will go, which is important really for everything - for seeing the TV, reading - it's just so important.

White
And presumably I mean it goes without saying that's a very frightening prospect for you.

Fletcher
Definitely, definitely, because I work full time, I've paid all my contributions and when you want something back you just feel so let down.  I read quite a lot and my partner and I have 11 grandchildren between us and it's so frightening thinking I might not see them all grow up.  The thought of it's horrendous.

White
Have you appealed against this decision?

Fletcher
Yes we have.  My consultant appealed before she saw me and then with the help of the Macular Disease Society appeals, we've got the MP, the GP, myself, the consultant and it's still been turned down.

White
What's your feeling about what has happened to you?

Fletcher
It's - I just feel let down by the primary care trust.  I've got a letter from them and it just said my case was based on social rather than clinical factors and I just find that totally - I don't know I just think it's so bizarre that a group of people can overrule a consultant, I feel totally let down.

White
Lesley Fletcher.

Well joining me now and listening to that on the line from Southampton is Tom Bremridge, who's the chief executive of the Macular Disease Society.

Tom, how common are these cases - we know each individual case that we've heard about there is rare but how many people are affected by this process?

Bremridge
The process is something, as you've heard, is not covered by NICE but the number of people is very, very small.  The one in Telford and Wrekin, Alan Farley's case, that is the only case that they've had in the last 18 months.  Myopic maculopathy is marginally less rare but again a PCT might come across one or two in the whole of a year.

White
And that really is the problem - because the NICE guidelines covered a common form of AMD but it doesn't cover these rarer cases?

Bremridge
No and if I can just explain the review and licensing process.  The first thing is a drug company if they want to sell a drug in a large scale they have to get what's called a European Marketing Authorisation, which is what most people call the licence to use it.  But that's done against a specific condition for which there are lots of cases.  So for Age Related Macular Degeneration Lucentis is licensed.  Once they have a licence they then put it up to NICE for review and again they will only put up something for review for which they have in depth clinical trials phase 1, 2 and 3 trials.  That was what was authorised and passed by NICE for Age Related Macular Degeneration.  But then you have these other conditions:  the two we've heard about Punctate inner choroidopathy and Myopic maculopathy are just two but there are several others, including Soreby's Macular Dystrophy, which come up, for which there are no trials.  So when the PCTs say, as the have done only last week, we're not treating Alan Farley because he's not covered by NICE it's a complete nonsense, it has got nothing whatever to do with NICE.  These have to be treated quite separately.

White
Yeah, so we should make it clear:  NICE guidelines don't exclude the use of Lucentis for cases like these, they simply don't include them specifically, so the decision is still down to local health trusts, yeah?

Bremridge
Yes and the Department of Health and NICE have sort of in a way washed their hands of it.  What should have happened at the beginning is that NICE - and could still happen now - is that NICE and the Department of Health between them should issue direction to the primary care trusts and say because these conditions were not covered by the NICE review means you have got to use clinicians' judgement to decide whether to go ahead.

White
We did invite the Department of Health to put someone up but they weren't able to do that, but they've given us a statement.  They told us that:  If a doctor considers that an unlicensed medicine will benefit a patient they may prescribe it if it's in the best interests of the patient.  The doctor is personally responsible for such decisions, the PCT may be asked to approve the decision if NHS funding is required.  Now that's what they say to us.

Bremridge
Yes, well it is the PCTs' responsibility to approve the funding, that's quite true, but they've got to make a judgement, they've got to listen to the clinicians, make a judgement as to how many cases there are likely to be and in each PCT, as you've heard with PIC, that might be one case in a year.  They've got to be independent.  Medicine is an art not a proforma, they've got to be creative and do some suck it and see - will it work, it might work, let's give it a go.

White
But they do have practical financial considerations don't they, I mean you're sure - you're not arguing that primary care trusts should always accept the clinicians' recommendations are you, regardless of cost?

Bremridge
Well there may be - if the clinicians are recommending something very expensive for a large number of people I agree that they should put the brakes on and see really whether it is cost effective.  But there are so few cases of these.  Lucentis costs £730 per injection.

White
And how many doses would you need for an effective treatment?

Bremridge
Well nobody really knows for PIC and for Myopic maculopathy but it's likely just to be one or two, it's not going to be a course of 14 or 20.

White
The problem is you don't know, I mean some people will think well if it's only one or two why don't perhaps most people scrap the money together, you know, pay for it themselves.

Bremridge
Well I thought Alan expressed it very well - you know why should he.  But also if you talk about people don't know - actually nobody really knows how many injections of Lucentis are going to be needed for Age Related Macular Degeneration.  Don't forget that the reimbursement programme offered by Novartis is for up to - free on the national health for 14 injections and Novartis will pick up the tab after that but they don't really know how many injections will be required.  So there's a certain amount of suck it and see with NICE approved treatment also.

White
So if people find themselves in a similar situation to the one's we've heard described how can your society help them, what can be done to help?

Bremridge
Well we will take up their case, we will write to the primary care trust, we are collecting as much evidence as we can.

White
Effectively what you're saying is you will act as advocates for people if they feel that they are having problems and they can't cope with what's going on?

Bremridge
Yes absolutely, that's what we're doing and it's a continuation of the work we were doing last year before Lucentis was authorised by NICE.

White
Tom Bremridge thank you very much indeed.

Now a couple of hours ago a new character was introduced to fans of the ITV soap Emmerdale.  She's Lizzie Lakely, she's an ex-con and she's also blind.  She's played by Kitty McGeever, who was a RADA trained professional actress when she lost her sight due to diabetic retinopathy.  You may have heard Kitty on Front Row last night but as you'd expect In Touch has particular reasons for wishing her well.  When I met Kitty McGeever I asked her to describe the character she'll be playing.

McGeever
Lizzie is about as much - as far away from a victim as you can possibly get.  She is irreverent, she's naughty, she's manipulative in the extreme, she uses her disability to her advantage and then disregards it to her advantage whenever and whichever way she chooses.

White
So she plays the blind card in that way?

McGeever
Sometimes she does - sometimes she does, as we do and then other times - I think she's a particularly fantastically rounded character.

White
How much of a hand have you had in evolving the character?  I mean I've no idea how that works on a soap.

McGeever
Yeah quite a lot actually, which is fantastic of Emmerdale and very, very sort of farsighted of them I think - excuse the pun - because they brought me in very, very early on character development and we talked about what I felt about disability and how it was shown on TV and their experiences - the writers - their experiences of how they felt disability was portrayed.  I'd never particularly liked what I saw on TV, as regards disabled characters, they were either very saintly or they were worthy - so they were always banging a drum and very righteous - or they were just - well - dull and boring really.  So I never really engaged with them on screen.  In my life people say to me a lot - you're not what I expected a blind person to be.  And I think - I say well what did you expect.  And they say I don't know, I don't know.  And I say well I'm just me, my eyes don't work and that really is it.  And it's hard because with that word "disabled" it's as if it brings other things with it, as if you suddenly become vulnerable in some way, emotionally vulnerable.  And I always say you can be blind without the frontal lobotomy, it really is optional.

White
What do you see as the responsibility, if any, of playing a blind character in a national soap, I mean do you think that you are going to be judged or it's going to have an effect on how people see blind people?

McGeever
I think I am going to be judged and I think there are people who are going to not be very happy with how she's portrayed and I relish that argument, I relish the opportunity really to speak about that because we are just people.  You can be a blind criminal, you can be a blind saint - being blind encompasses every person and every personality.

White
I guess that's what kind of slightly worries me about the whole debate about portrayal because when people say portrayal some people they seem to want that to be positive but what do people mean by positive portrayal?

McGeever
Exactly, what I mean be positive is that she's real, that she's a real person and she's not conforming to some blind stereotype that quite often I think the problem and the reason that people have such a fixed view about blind people is quite often the people in the media who are blind are in the media because they're banging a drum for some cause or something like that.  And then I think sometimes the view of blind people can become very distorted, as if we're all just talking about how terrible the pavements are and how things are not good for us and we want more money and things like that.  And yeah those things are important but because they're the - quite often the only people we see in the media your view of blind people can become very skewed.

White
Because I suppose - I mean if the blindness is going to be incidental, which is what many disabled people say, what many blind people say they want to see in characters, then Lizzie, as you say, should be a very complex amalgam of good and bad ...

McGeever
And she absolutely is that yeah, she is that definitely.

White
You're playing a blind part because you are a blind person, they've decided you're the right one, do you think you can still play sighted parts?

McGeever
I'd like to think so, I'd like to think I'm a good enough actress, I still have a lot of visual memory.  People say to me you don't look blind and I think what they mean by that is I look at people when I speak to them and I'm very expressive through my eyes as well.  So in that way I wouldn't see why not and I learn my moves and everything.  But it's just about confidence.  When you're blind you bash into things and you bang your leg and people - sighted people go oooh how awful and I saw don't worry about it, it's nothing, it's nothing, it's part of the job description.

White
Probably even a few months ago, certainly a year ago, being stuck on a soap, having been typecast, would be probably the best thing you could imagine, how do you see this affecting your future, I mean if you get popular you could be on there for the next 40 years?

McGeever
Oh I'd love to be, I'd love ...

White
Would you?

McGeever
... oh I'd love to be the Ken Barlow of Emmerdale, yeah of course I would, I mean it's a fantastic job, it's a fabulous place to work, it's a joyful place to work and I love it.  I think any actor would say the same.  We all worry about being typecast but we worry more about being out of work.

White
We'll watch Lizzie's progress and indeed Kitty McGeever's progress and who knows we may be hearing her again on In Touch.  

If you've got views or queries about anything in tonight's programme do call us on 0800 044 044.  That's it from me, Peter White, my producer Cheryl Gabriel and the team, goodbye.


